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Beware of careless driving. You may end up falling in a lot of trouble. Driving in a reckless manner
can lead to accidents that may result sometimes in death! Reckless driving will result in disobeying
the traffic laws. As a result, the driver may face severe punishment from the traffic law department.
Totting up is one of the most common punishments that happens in case the penalty point reaches
a maximum of 12 within a time frame of 36 months.

You may be a great driver but that does not allow for careless driving. You have no right to play with
the life of other passengers traveling in the same vehicle. In fact, such reckless driving can result in
hitting someone crossing the road or walking through the street. Such reckless driving incidents can
even lead to punishment as severe as the jail sentence for period of three months to 2 years! So, be
careful while you drive. Drink driving is common punishment in case the penalty point reaches a
maximum of 12 over a period of 36 months. It results in banning of the driverâ€™s license for a minimum
period of 6 months.

Not obeying the traffic signals can lead to 3 penalty points on the driving license. Reckless driving
can lead to 6 penalty points. Very negligible/minor traffic offenses like parking wrongly, headlight not
in working form, etc. will result in 2 penalty points. Driving recklessly and causing serious
injury/death to someone on road can lead to 9 penalty points. Driving without license can also result
in 3 penalty points. Over the course of three years, you need to avoid getting penalty points.
Because adding up those small digits may lead to a total of 12 points. Be careful and drive safely.
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For more information on a Totting up, check out the info available online; these will help you learn to
find the a Drink driving!
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